
iqLED RS v1.3   Manual (dated 18.10.2018) 

SD controller for Smart LED strip and Flash-modules  

 

Chips' support: 
WS2801,WS2803,WS2811,WS2812(B),WS2813,UCS1903,APA102,PL9823. 

 

 

   

 

 

 



Field of application: 

Smart LEDs -Smart pixels / LED strips,matrix / LED-costumes / LED Auto 

Technical specifications 

 iqLED RS 
number of programmes (*.led) up to 128 
number of driven pixels  up to 2048 
supply voltage +2,8….+5 V DC 
USB charged  yes 
intake current 0,12 A 
operating temperature range -40°C…+65°C 
size 45x26x7 mm 
data storage device type microSD 
built-in cardreader yes 
connect to PC yes 
group operating no 
number of buttons 3 
number of IC-ports 2 
firmware update Support 
max updating frequency for 2048 
pixels 

 
30 FPS 

weight 5,5 gramm 
 

Controller pin assignment 

 

 

iqLED RS      assignment 
+3.7V +2.8V…+5V   power input 
GND power GND input 

S  Clock signal output (data signal output 2 - DO_2) 
D Data signal output 1 (DO_1) 

GND power GND input 
 



Note 

Clock signal output (S)  may configure as second data output for operating of 
additional number of pixels. Provides up to 30 fps (frame per second) for 2048 
pixcels.  
 
To protect controller elements against the external mechanical impact and 
moisture, please, use case or box.  

 
Be aware that the electrostatic electrically may damage the electronics. When 
you assemble LED strips light and controller, please, joint the GND-line 
particular. Do not commute your device in HotPlug. Only USB-connector may 
commute to the controller in HotPlug.  
 
 
Controller's voltage 
It is carried out from an external power source with voltage from + 2.8V to + 
13.5V, or via the USB port. The current consumption is not more than 0.12A.  

 

An example of connecting pixels WS2813  
 
according to the following scheme: 

 

 

In the figure - an example of connecting pixels WS2813  

Note. In this scheme, two controller ports are used: DO_1 (terminal D) and 
DO_2 (terminal S) are using to connect the maximum number of pixels.  

 
 
 
 



Note 
 
The battery li-pol 18650  or li-pol  26650 has an operating voltage of 4.2 ... + 
3.0V, this is enough to power the WS2813 LED strip light and  iqLED RS 
controller too. 

 
The principle and operating modes of the iqLED RS v1.3 
 
The controller reproduces programs (color animation) from a microSD card. 
Expansion of animation files reproduced from a micro SD card - * .led. The 
memory card can hold up to 128 animation programs. To prepare the 
animation, use the software: Jinx !, Adobe after effects, Macromedia Flash and 
. The prepared animation file (*. Avi, mp4, ..) is converted to a * .led file for 
playback on the iqLED RS controller. The convertation is carried out using the 
software "LS Terminal". 
 
First, build a pixel map (Pixel map) of your LED project using the "iqLED 
Tracer" utility, which is part of the LS Terminal software.  
 

 
 
After building the Pixel map, you need to export it to the "LS Terminal" software 
for later capture of the animation. As a result, we will get a set of executable 
files for the iqLED RF controller with the extension * .led. 
 

 



 
Named playable files and sorting 
As a result of capturing the animation, the software "LS Terminal" creates files 
with the extension * .led. 
For example, according to the figure above, there are 4 pixel maps in the form 
of LED-costumes. When you capture the animation of the file fire_001.avi , we 
get 4 files with the extension * .led at the output 
this: 
 
PORT-1-fire_001.led 
PORT-2-fire_001.led 
PORT-3-fire_001.led 
PORT-4-fire_001.led 
 
Next, when capturing the animation waterfall_002.avi, we get the following 4 
files with the extension * .led at the output , this is: 
 
PORT-1-waterfall_002.led 
PORT-2-waterfall_002.led 
PORT-3-waterfall_002.led 
PORT-4-waterfall_002.led 
 
As a result, for 4 LED costumes, the set of playable files will look like this: 
 
Controller No. 1 

(PORT1) 

 

Controller No. 2 
(PORT2) 

 

Controller No. 3 
(PORT3) 

 

Controller No. 4 
(PORT4) 

 
 

 
PORT-1-fire_001.led 
PORT-1-waterfall_002.led 
PORT-1-rainbow_003.led 
PORT-1-stars_004.led 
PORT-1-blizzard_005.led 

 
PORT-2-fire_001.led 
PORT-2-waterfall_002.led 
PORT-2-rainbow_003.led 
PORT-2-stars_004.led 
PORT-2-blizzard_005.led 

 
PORT-3-fire_001.led 
PORT-3-waterfall_002.led 
PORT-3-rainbow_003.led 
PORT-3-stars_004.led 
PORT-3-blizzard_005.led 

 
PORT-4-fire_001.led 
PORT-4-waterfall_002.led 
PORT-4-rainbow_003.led 
PORT-4-stars_004.led 
PORT-4-blizzard_005.led 
 

 
Note 
The full name of the file (including the dot and the extension) can not contain 
more than 31 characters. 
For example: 

PORT-1-rainbow_003.led  Only 22 characters - OK 
PORT-4-Combat-Landings_001.led Only 30 characters - OK 
PORT-2-Combat-Landings_002.led  Only 30 characters - OK 
PORT-1-Floweringmeadows_005.led  Only s2 characters - NOT OK (error - overflow) 



The controller sorts the files according to the "_" sign, followed by three 
characters: 001, 002 and up to 128. 
 
Do not use the "_" underscore in the file name more than once. 
 
For example:  PORT-1-Flowering_meadows_005.led 
 
The file will be ignored by the controller because it contains two "_" 
underscores.  
 
Using an integrated card reader 
 
To work with files on micro SD, you can use a card reader integrated in the 
controller. 
You will need a USB - micro USB cable 
To enter the card reader mode: 
disconnect the external power of the controller, install the micro SD card in the 
slot, 

     
 
press and hold the LIST button, connect the device to the computer. Release 
the LIST button. A removable disk will appear among the disks of the 
computer. 

 
 



SD card using 

The device supports the microSD card up to 32GB.  The file system is FAT32.  

Check that the microSD card must be formatted in FAT32, otherwise format the 
card. 

 

LED strip light type configuration 

Create a text file called Driver type.txt on the microSD card and write down one 
of this notes:  

WS2801, WS2812B, WS2813, LPD6803, WS2811 HS, WS2811 LS, 
UCS1903HS, UCS1903 LS, PL9823, and SM16716.  

 
When HS is High Speed, LS is Low Speed, it is selected according to the 
factory driver configuration. 

Note: before using the device, remember to specify the LED driver type, 
otherwise LED strip light, flash module, etc. will not operate properly.  The type 
WS2801  is by default. 



Frame frequency and brightness settings 

The controller iqLED RF v1.1 allows configuring 
the required frame frequency. To do this, specify 
the FPS value without spaces (for example, 
FPS=25) in the Mode.txt. file  FPS=30 is by 
default. The acceptable range of FPS is from 1 
to 40 frames per second. This feature will be 
convenient to synchronize with video. Specify the same FPS for both Master 
and Slave controller. To set the brightness, specify the key line 
“BRIGHTNESS=” with a value of brightness from 1 to 100%. Reducing the 
brightness gradually decreases the power consumption of the connected 
pixels. The same option is useful for night mode or video shooting. 

Programs switching and  file list playing 

To switch programs, use UP and DOWN buttons.  
The controller iqLED RF v1.1 also allows reproducing a Playlist repeatedly. To 
do this, create a Playlist.txt text file and write down the list of required files. 
 

 
To activate “Playlist” mode press the “LIST” button in controller operating 
mode.  



The maximum number of records in the Playlist.txt file is 128.  The full file`s 
name (including the point and its extension) must not contain more than 31 
symbols, see paragraph Names of reproducible files and sorting. 
 
Ports configuration 
 
As slave devices, both Smart Pixels and DMX decoders can be connected to 
the controller. Connecting smart pixels and DMX decoders can be either 
separately or together. 
To get a maximum performance controller iqLED RF v1.1 has two ports 
(terminals D and S) which pixels are connected to.  To connect DMX decoders, 
one differential port (terminals A and B) is used. 
 
The port configuration is carried out by the command line in the Mode.txt text 
file. 
 
Consider several examples. 
 
1) Only one LED strip light WS2813 with 1024 pixels is connected to the 
controller. 
The command line will have the following form: PORT:"1,1024,0,0,0,0" 
 
2) 2 strips WS2812(WS2813) are connected to the controller with a maximum 
number of pixels which is equal to 1024 x 2 = 2048. The command line will 
have the following form: PORT:"1,1024,1025,2048,0,0" 

i.e. the port DO_1 is used with a set of pixels (1,1024),  the DO_2 is also used 
with a set of pixels (1025, 2048), the port DMX is not used (0,0). 

 

Therefore the content of Mode.txt file for configuration with a maximum load 
through ports will have the following form:  

 

Note. Do not use the symbols of spaces in the lines of the Mode.txt file.  

 

 



Device firmware updating 

To   update the firmware of the controller, use the software “LS Device   
Programmer” version 1.30 and higher.  

1. Install the virtual COM port driver from the Drivers folder. 

 

 

2. To enter the controller in the firmware update mode, hold DOWN or UP 
button and connect the device to the computer via USB.  The power supply via 
the +3.7V terminal must be disconnected. 

 

 

 



After connecting to the USB release the button. 

Device STMicroelectronics Virtual COM Port will appear in the devices 
manager.  

 

The system indicator in the firmware update mode will flash frequently (10 
times per second). 

 

 

3. Press the button “CONNECT”.  

In the programmer window, the full 
name of the connected device, the 
bootstrap version and the current 
firmware version will be displayed. 

4. Press the button “update 
firmware”, chose the file with the 
firmware update (*.sbin).  

Download the firmware file from the 
official website. 

 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Next press the button “Open”.  The update process will start. 

After updating press the button CONNECT and ensure that the new firmware is 
installed successfully.  

 

Indication of the controller`s operating modes 

 
1) The animation play mode.  It is activated by the SD card in the slot with a set 
of configuration files (Mode.txt) and animation files (* .led). The system 
indicator will flash twice with a period of 1 sec.
 

 

 

Next press the button “Open”.  The update process will start. 

After updating press the button CONNECT and ensure that the new firmware is 

Indication of the controller`s operating modes  

 

mode.  It is activated by the SD card in the slot with a set 
files (Mode.txt) and animation files (* .led). The system 

indicator will flash twice with a period of 1 sec. 

 

 

Next press the button “Open”.  The update process will start.  

After updating press the button CONNECT and ensure that the new firmware is 

 

mode.  It is activated by the SD card in the slot with a set 
files (Mode.txt) and animation files (* .led). The system 



3) The firmware update mode. It is activated by holding the button UP or 
DOWN before connecting to the USB. 

The system indicator will change

 

4) The card reader mode.  

It is activated by holding the button LIST before connecting to the USB. 

The system indicator will flash three times with a period of 3,4 sec.
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3) The firmware update mode. It is activated by holding the button UP or 
DOWN before connecting to the USB.  

The system indicator will change its state every 0.1 sec. 

 

It is activated by holding the button LIST before connecting to the USB. 

The system indicator will flash three times with a period of 3,4 sec.

 

http://iqled.org      email: sales@iqled.org      

3) The firmware update mode. It is activated by holding the button UP or 

It is activated by holding the button LIST before connecting to the USB.  

The system indicator will flash three times with a period of 3,4 sec. 


